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SUMMARY
A shake test and an extensive analysis of results were
performed to evaluate the possibility of and the method
for dynamically calibrating the Rotor Systems Research
Aircraft (RSRA). The RSRA airframe was subjected to
known vibratory loads in several degrees of freedom and
the responses of many aircraft transducers were recorded.
Analysis of the transducer responses using the technique
of Dynamic Force Determination showed that the RSRA,
when used as a dynamic measurement system, could pre-
dict, a posteriori, an excitation force in a single axis to an
accuracy of about 5% and sometimes better. As the anal-
ysis was broadened to include multiple degrees of free-
dom for the excitation force, the predictive ability of the
measurement system degraded to about 20%, with the
error occasionally reaching 100%. The poor performance
of the measurement system is explained by the nonlinear
response of the RSRA to vibratory forces and the inade-
quacy of the particular method used in accounting for this
nonlinearity. The RSRA shake test has revealed areas of
concern for an RSRA dynamic calibration, and has
pointed out weaknesses in the force-determination
method. Suggestions are made to extend the method to
nonlinear systems both by using a force-determination
variant and by approaching the problem using a totally
different model of the airframe response.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA/Army Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
(RSRA) is a flying test bed for in-flight investigation and
verification of new helicopter rotor system concepts and
technologies (fig. 1). It is designed specifically to provide
research information similar to that obtained from wind-
tunnel testing of rotors, but its data are unique because
they are obtained in flight. A complete description of the
aircraft is given by Hall and Merrill (ref. 1).
The RSRA is unique among rotorcraft in that it pos-
sesses a rotor-loads balance system consisting of seven
load cells mounted beneath the main transmission; the
load cells are designed to detect and measure forces
induced by the rotor system on the rotor shaft. The geom-
etry of this force-measuring system (fig. 2) is such that
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal loads can be measured,
as well as moments about the pitch, roll, and torque axes.
In addition, the transmission housing, transmission frame,
fuselage, and wings are equipped with accelerometers,
and the main-rotor shaft is equipped with strain gauges.
One of the primary research goals of the RSRA is to
measure static and dynamic loads imposed by rotor sys-
tems on the RSRA rotor shaft. Such measurements will
provide the rotorcraft community with a national facility
for testing new rotors and rotor systems concepts. The
static calibration of the RSRA balance system is described
by Acree (ref. 2) and will not be treated here. The method
of a dynamic calibration of RSRA was the subject of a
study conducted at NASA Ames Research Center by the
Rotorcraft Flight Investigations Branch.
Figure 1.- Rotor Systems Research Aircraft.
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Figure 2.- Main-rotor load-measurement system.
It will be necessary to conduct a lengthy, and costly, Cn
dynamic calibration of the RSRA loads-measurement
system to provide the RSRA with the capability to mea- Fi
sure in-flight vibratory loads. This calibration will require
the application of a series of known vibratory loads on the F'.
1
aircraft and the measurement of the aircraft structural
response to those loads. The resulting data may then be
correlated statistically to yield dynamic calibration
matrices.
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A risk-reduction shake test was conducted to define
the validity and acceptability of the proposed vibratory-
load measurement technique, called Dynamic Force
Determination. This document presents results of the test,
interprets the results in terms of RSRA airframe i,j,k
dynamics, and discusses directions for further work to
evaluate the potential for dynamic load measurement with Im(z)
the RSRA. The appendix provides detailed results for all
conditions of the test. n
nth coefficient of a polynomial
force amplitude in the ith degree of freedom
predicted force amplitude in the ith degree of
freedom
complex force of master shaker
complex force of slave shaker
Iransfer function of the jth transducer response to
the ith degree of freedom of the inputs
indices
imaginary part of z
number of test runs for a given load direction
SYMBOLS
[A] T matrix lranspose of A
[A] + matrix pseudoinverse of A
Re(z)
ei
real part of z
response of the jth transducer
normalized error in the ith degree of freedom
C calibration factor error radius of predicted force
summation
0 phaseangle
frequency
BACKGROUND
The RSRA force-measurement system consists of
seven load cells mounted at the base of the transmission
as shown in figure 2. Its application to the measurement
of static loads is discussed in detail by Burks (ref. 3) and
Acree (ref. 4).
For the purposes of force measurement, a hub-
centered, nonrotating coordinate system is used (fig. 3).
Load-cell outputs may be transformed into static loads in
this frame of reference by using a calibration matrix
whose coefficients are determined by statistical regression
techniques on calibration data obtained from ground test-
ing. A similar technique may be used in principle to mea-
sure simple sinusoidal excitation at a single frequency.
The method, known as Dynamic Force Determination,
uses transfer function data to establish a complex
calibration matrix, which may then be used to transform
transducer amplitude and phase data into force amplitudes
in any given coordinate system. A more detailed
explanation is provided in a later section.
A number of extra transducers were added for this
test to allow more accurate determination of the forces.
Twenty-eight transducers were used in an attempt to find
the best combination of sensors for a hybrid force-
measurement system. The transducers were divided into
three "sets":
1. Set 1: Load cells of the static force measurement
system
2. Set 2: Accelerometers mounted in orthogonal
groups of three on the transmission case and force-
measuring system frame
3. Set 3: Accelerometers mounted on the airframe
Details of the location, type, and orientation of these
transducers are given in table 1, and illustrated in fig-
ures 2, 4, and 5.
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Figure 3.- RSRA rotor-axis system.
These sensors, in various combinations, were evalu-
ated for their ability, as sets, to allow accurate determina-
tion of the applied vibratory load in five coordinate axes,
as well as in a multiple-axis shaking mode. For this pur-
pose the three transducer groups were combined to form
five "cases":
1. Case h Static load cells alone
2. Case 2: Static load cells plus the transmission
accelerometers
3. Case 3: Static load cells plus the airframe
accelerometers
4. Case 4: Airframe accelerometers alone
5. Case 5: All load cells and accelerometers
The mathematical techniques presented below were
used to evaluate each case as a potential dynamic load
measurement system.
Vibratory steady-state loads on a generalized
dynamic system at any particular frequency may be
determined by applying a linear transformation to the
complex response, assuming system linearity. In generic
termS,
Force_ r Some quality IStructural
input ]=[°fthestructure I xL response } (1)
TABLE1.-TRANSDUCERLOCATIONS
Mnemonic Typea Set t_
MRDRAG L/C 1
MRLIFFA L/C 1
MRLIFTB L/C 1
MRLIFTC L/C 1
MRLIPTD L/C 1
MRGBQCE L/C 1
MRGBQCF L/C 1
LOMGB Acc 2
LMGB Acc 2
VMGB Acc 2
XMRFBPV Acc 2
XMRFBPL Acc 2
XMRFBPLO Acc 2
STA56NV Acc 3
STA56NL Acc 3
VWGTPRT Acc 3
VWGTPLT Acc 3
LIGB Acc 3
VIGB Acc 3
LATI'PYLN Acc 3
VTYPYLON Acc 3
XMRFLV Acc 3
XMRFRV Acc 3
S222FLRV Acc 3
S222FLLV Acc 3
S450FLV Acc 3
S450FLL Acc 3
S450OVRL Acc 3
Location
Drag load cell
Left fwd. load cell
Right fwd. load cell
Left aft load cell
Right aft load cell
Fwd. torque load cell
Aft torque load cell
Atop main gearbox casing
Atop main gearbox casing
Atop main gearbox casing
Fwd transmission frame
Fwd transmission frame
Aft transmission frame
Station 56, centerline
Station 56, centerline
Right wing tip
Left wing tip
Base of vertical tail
Base of vertical tail
Top of vertical tail
Top of vertical tail
Under left fwd. trans, frm.
Under right fwd. trans, frm
Station 222, floor, right
Station 222, floor, left
Station 450, floor, c.I.
Station 450, floor, c. 1.
Station 450, top, c. 1.
Orientation
Aft
up
up
up
up
Left
Right
Fwd
Left
up
Up
Left
Left
up
Left
up
up
Left
up
Left
up
UP
up
up
up
Up
Left
Left
aL/C = load cell; Acc = accelerometer.
bSet = number as described in text: 1 = baseline load cells;
2 = transmission accelerometers; 3 = fuselage accelerometers.
Figure 4.- Transmission accelerometer locations. Figure 5.- Airframe accelerometer locations.
Forexample,
{Fi}= [C] {Rj} (2)
where {Fi } is a vector of time-independent amplitudes of
the forcing function describing the structural force input:
f (t) = Fi ei°_t= Fi cos(o_t + *) (3)
and [C] is a matrix representation of the modal response
model of the structure. In this respect, the structure is
treated as a black box problem, in which the behavior is
inferred from input-output measurements.
An approach to the formation of the [C] matrix is to
use transfer functions of the transducers as matrix ele-
ments. For such purposes, a transfer function may be
defined as
Hji = Rj / Fi (4)
if the system is assumed linear.
In the frequency domain, all quantities in equation (3)
are complex, so that
[Hji ] {Fi} ={Rj} (5)
which indicates the implied vector nature of the complex
quantities, and in which
-L Im(Hj i) Re(Hji) ]
(6)
For such a simple one-degree-of-freedom (DOF) sys-
tem it is easy to see that
[c] ¢7)
If this idea is extended to six degrees of freedom, a mini-
mum of six responses must be recorded for each input to
determine all six inputs. Equations (5) and (7) hold, and
Fi} =
/ R (F1)Im(Fi)
/R (F6)
,re(F6)
(8)
a column vector of order 2 x IX)F, and
[H]=
[.11].•[.16]
(9)
The [H] matrix is in this case a 6 x 6 square array of 2 x 2
arrays.
Unfortunately, equations (2), (5), and (7) are not use-
ful in an engineering sense because they exhibit sensitiv-
ity to errors in the measurements of the elements of [Hji].
If the [H] matrix is inverted, along with any errors in the
measurement of its elements, it may yield physical infor-
mation that is meaningless. The effects of such an inver-
sion are insidious because they are independent of how
well-conditioned [HI is. This is a serious problem, but it
may be alleviated by the utilization of redundancy, as
related by Bartlett and Flannelly (ref. 5). Redundancy is
achieved by allowing the row space of the response to be
larger than the column space of the input forcing function.
In practice this may be achieved by using a large number
of transducers relative to the number of degrees of free-
dom of the input.
If a redundant response space is used, then [H] is
rectangular, being of dimension 12 x (2n), where n is the
number of transducers, and is in general singular and can-
not be inverted. To transform [H] into [C] we use the
following:
[C]:{[H]T[H] (10)
which is the pseudoinverse first introduced by Moore
(ref. 6). The pseudoinverse may be shown to be a least-
squares solution to the redundant transformation. Now
equation (2) becomes
{Fi}=[Hji]+{Rj} (11)
Inprinciple,thisapproachshouldgivetheelementsofFi
toanarbitrarilyhighdegreeof accuracy,assuminglinear
responsesofboththeRSRAstructureandthetransducers.
Inpractice,however,theaccuracyis limitedbythelarge
numberof transducersrequiredforarelativelysmallgain
in accuracy,andby themathematicalstiffnessandill-
conditioningof thesystemastheratioof transducersto
inputDOFsincreases.
TheconceptofDynamicForceDeterminationmaybe
extendedtocoverinputsotherthansinusoidsbyallowing
theinputforceFitobeafunctionofto:
{El(to)} = [nji(to)l+{Rj(to)} (12)
Figure 6 shows Hji(to ) for a hypothetical ideally lin-
ear structure plotted versus to and Fi. In practice, if the
calibration matrix [Hji] + is known discretely for a large
number of frequencies distributed over some bandwidth,
then the input vector {Fi} may be input discretely into
equation (12) over the frequency band to reconstruct
{Fi(to)}, a spectrum of the input excitation. The proposed
process of dynamic calibration is the determination of a
suitably large number of such discrete calibration
matrices, as determined from {Rj(to)} data taken in a
shake test, to cover the frequency band of interest.
The actual response of the RSRA airframe was not
expected to be truly linear because of the effects of
mechanical clearances (such as those around rivets) and of
breakout friction in the joints connecting the transmission
to the load cells. These affect the transmission of vibra-
tion from the input excitation point to the response trans-
ducer, resulting in a transfer function that is itself a func-
tion of the input force. The effect, called ankyiosis, is
such that Hji is not constant with respect to input force,
but
Hji = aRj / ar:i = f(Fi) _ Rj / Fi (13)
The effect was expected to be more noticeable at low
force levels than at high force levels. The expected effect
of ankylosis on data for an otherwise linear airframe is
shown in figure 7. At low force levels, the frictional
breakout forces and rivet clearances have a significant
effect on the response. As force levels are increased,
however, these effects drop off relative to the applied
force so that the transducer Rj shows a net nonlinear
transfer function with respect to Fi.
t
Figure 6.- Transfer function of hypothetical linear structure. (a) Real; (b) imaginary.
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Figure 7.- Effect of ankylosis on transfer function data. (a) Real; (b) imaginary.
At high force levels, this source of nonlinearity is
ameliorated and the response becomes more nearly linear
with respect to the applied force. The transfer function Hji
therefore approaches some constant value asymptotically
as force level is increased. This asymptote may be used as
an estimate of Hji, in which case this source of nonlinear-
ity is, in effect, ignored. If ankylosis is indeed small, the
use of the asymptote is justified.
To find asymptotes for each transducer for each
degree of freedom, it was required to take data at numer-
ous force levels and to then find the best fit of those data
to some asymptotic curve. The curve chosen was
Cl
Hji = c0+-- (14)
F i
of the taking of a simple statistical mean on the univariate
transfer function data. The least-squares approaches of
equations (14) and (15) are shown in figure 8. Equa-
tion (11) may then be used with statistically determined co
or c2 estimates for Hji to build matrix [C].
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This curve was chosen for no other reason than that it was
a curve that had the required property of approaching a
horizontal line y = co for large Fi. The constants co and Cl
are determined by least-squares statistical analysis of
bivariate data (i.e., ordered pairs of force and transfer
function). Additionally, the horizontal line
Hji = c2 (15)
was used as an alternate fit. The constant c2 represents the
best approximation of the data that neglects the depen-
dence of ankylosis on force level. This approach consists
Figure 8.- Curve-fit approaches.
For the purpose of this test, nonlinear mass, stiffness,
and damping effects were not modeled. If the mass or
stiffness matrices for the structure contain elements that
are functions of the applied excitation, then modal fre-
quencies are also, in general, functions of applied excita-
tion. The expected effect of this phenomenon, if present,
is shown in figure 9. Note that the constant-frequency
lines in the vicinity of this hypothetical nonlinear mode
vary with force in a manner that is not easily modeled by
J
i
Figure 9.- Effect of frequency shift on transfer function• (a) Real; (b) imaginary.
the scheme given above, whereas constant-frequency lines
not close to the drifting peak are relatively well behaved.
Consequently, at frequencies close to such modes, co and
c2 values, if indiscriminately used as values for Hji in
matrix [C], should result in large errors when applied to
the input data.
DESCRIPTION OF TEST
The RSRA was tested in the compound configuration
with the rudder, lower and upper horizontal stabilizers,
wing and auxiliary engines, and pylons in place. It was
prepared for the test by removing the rotor and rotor hub
and replacing them with a specially designed aircraft sup-
port adapter. The adapter was designed to match the mass
and inertial properties of the rotor head. The fuel system
was drained and preserved, and the T-58 engines were
replaced with scrap engines of the same model. Substi-
tutes for the TF-34 auxiliary engines were not available,
necessitating a daily period of motoring for each engine,
to preserve the bearings and seals. Extra accelerometers
were added to the transmission and airframe.
The aircraft was suspended indoors from a large
movable crane (fig. 10). The suspension system included
a soft bungee bundle to provide a free-free environment
simulating flight. A safety cable with a factor of safety of
6 was used to back up the bungees. Hydraulic power was
supplied to the aircraft, thus allowing the wing to be
moved to a flight attitude and the landing gear to be
retracted. The cabin door had to be removed because of
heat buildup from instrumentation, thereby preventing a
totally faithful re-creation of the flight configuration of
the aircraft.
Excitation was provided by a two-axis hydraulic
inertial shaker mounted on the aircraft support adapter
(fig. 11). The mount provided for longitudinal, lateral,
vertical, roll, and pitch excitation, as well as a combina-
tion of lateral, longitudinal, and vertical shears (fig. 12).
Because of structural limitations of the main transmission,
vertical moments (i.e., torques) were not applied.
......._: Iml)
Figure 10.-RSRA in shake test facility.
Figure 11 .- Hydraulic inertial shaker for hub excitation.
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Figure 12.- Shaker configurations.
The locations of the 28 aircraft transducers used are
shown in figures 2, 4, and 5. The transducers are given by
their mnemonics in table 1, which shows the transducer
types, locations, and orientations. The specific selection of
the 28 transducers was intended to evaluate the various
proposed approaches for the measurement of dynamic
forces at the rotor hub. The load-measurement system
load cells alone (fig. 2) were chosen to evaluate the possi-
bility of using the static system to measure hub dynamic
loads. Two orthogonal groups of three accelerometers
each (fig. 4) were also added to evaluate the addition of
transmission and load-system inertial properties into the
measurement approach. Airframe accelerometers (fig. 5)
were selected to evaluate force determination without the
use of the static load system and to gather modal data on
the RSRA airframe. Before each test, the shaker and
lower support assembly were moved into the proper con-
figuration for the particular axis to be excited. Figure 12
shows the various configurations.
During each test, the aircraft was lifted from the floor
of the test bay, and the landing gear was retracted; the
wing was placed at an angle of incidence of 10 °, which is
typical of that used in flight. The tail landing gear was
loosely constrained with nylon line to prevent large
amplitude movements of the tailcone and empennage
(which could damage either the equipment or the aircraft).
Structural limitation studies were first made in each
of the axes to determine acceptable test limits to follow.
These studies were conducted by exciting the rotor shaft
at a low force level (typically 50 lb (222.4 N)) at frequen-
cies in the range of 3 to 60 Hz. The responses of critical
structural parameters were monitored in real time by using
a computer-controlled digital structural analyzer. Addi-
tionally, the effect of bandwidth on the transfer function
was studied around a center frequency of 16 Hz. It was
found that 4 Hz provided an adequate bandwidth for the
study of research rotors. The current S-61 rotor has a
5/rev frequency of 16.9 Hz; the Sikorsky UH-60 has a
4/rev frequency of 17.1 Hz, and the Boeing-Vertoi 360
rotor has a 4/rev frequency of 17.6.
The shakers were controlled by a digital signal gener-
ator whose output frequency could be controlled by
microcomputer. The computer was programmed to con-
duct a logarithmic sweep of the frequency band at a rate
that would allow the RSRA airframe to reach steady-state
response at any given frequency. During each test, the
time-responses of all transducers were recorded on mag-
netic tape, using the Piloted Aircraft Data System (PADS)
in the RSRA. These tapes were then removed from the
aircraft and processed off-line, as described below.
The time records of each transducer and the master
shaker were input to a commercial structural analyzer,
which performed a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on
the signals and produced a least-squares estimate of
the complex transfer function. This transfer func-
tion was then displayed on the screen as a plot of
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transducer-response/shaker-forceversusfrequency.The
datatocreatetheplot,intheformof 256real-imaginary
pairs,weretransferredtoamicrocomputerhathadbeen
programmedto interrogatetheanalyzerandrecordthe
datait receivedbackontoadigitaltapecartridge.Each
transducerproduceda file of measurementsfor each
degreeof freedomforeachtransducerateachforcelevel
tested.
Usingcommerciallyavailablesoftware,themicro-
computert ansmittedthereducedatato a mainframe
computer,for processingandpermanents orage.Main-
framepost-processingwasdividedinto four steps:
(1)datacorrection;(2) determinationof slopesand
asymptotesbyleast-squares;(3)productionofcalibration
matrices;and(4)comparisonf "predicted"excitationto
actualexcitation.
Thetransferfunctiondatawerecomputedrelativeto
twicethemastershakerforce.Theslaveshakerwasnot,
however,perfectlyinphasewiththemaster(alagofupto
about6°),nordidtheforcematchperfectly.Toaccount
for thiseffect,therealandimaginarypartsof these
transferfunctiondataweremultipliedby thecomplex
factor(Fm+Fs)/(2×Fm)= (1+Fs/Fm)/2. To extract
slave-cylinderdata,atransferfunctionwastakenof the
slavecylinderversusthemastercylinderforeachload
levelandexcitationaxis(shakerinaccuracywasfoundto
beafunctionofbeth).TheseFs/Fmdataweretransmitted
to themainframecomputerin thesamemannerasthe
transducertransfer-functiondata.A mainframe program
then read the Fs/F m data and applied the proper correc-
tions to the corresponding transducer data.
The factors co, Cl, and c2 from equations (13) and
(14) were determined from transformed least-squares
formulas where
Co=
__] 1_..__× Hjik - _ 1__Lxy. "'
n
k k=l Fik k=l Fik
(16)
[(nx x Hik-
k=l , k=l k=l
Cl=
n -_, lI×y!
k=l F2k k=l Fik
(17)
Hjik
k=l Fik
c2=-- (18)
n
1
E F2
k=l ik
in which k is an index of experiments (different force
levels), and all arithmetic is complex. The coefficients co
and c2 for each transducer (index j) and degree of freedom
(index i) were computed for 256 frequency intervals over
the range of 14.5 Hz to 18.5 Hz. Each coefficient was then
weighted by normalizing it to the full-scale value of the
corresponding transducer to prevent ill-conditioning of the
transfer matrices.
For each set of sensors used (i.e., for each case), two
calibration matrices were formed, one using co as the
estimate for Hji, the other using c2. Each such matrix was
pseudoinverted to produce a candidate calibration matrix
for each frequency interval. These matrices were then
multiplied by normalized transducer transfer function data
to produce a normalized prediction of the input vector (a
vector of order 10 containing real and imaginary parts for
the five input degrees of freedom). This was then com-
pared with the ideal normalized vectors as given in
table 2.
An "error radius," {(c0), was defined as an ad hoc measure
of goodness-of-fit for the matrices. It is defined as the
square root of the sum of the squares of all errors in the
10-dimensional measurement space:
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TABLE 2.- IDEAL NORMALIZF.D INPUT VECTOR
Input DOF X Y Z L M
Re Im Re Im Re Im Re Im Re Im
Longitudinal
Lateral
Vertical
Roll
Pitch
Combined
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.612 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.612 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0.5 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
1o 2
i=l
(19)
where
(20)
The term error radius arises because its value repre-
sents the magnitude of a vector from the actual force
vector to the measured force vector in a space of dimen-
sion 10. Since the single DOF data were used to make the
calibration matrices in the first place, the error radius rep-
resents only (1) computational errors, such as roundoff
error; (2) mathematical uncertainty resulting from ill-
conditioning and stiffness; and (3) nonlinear behavior of
the physical system.
Measurement uncertainties do not show up in the
error radii except for those generated from the multi-axis
input data, which were not used to make the calibration
matrices. Therefore, differences in the error radii between
the multi-axis and single-axis data sets give a rough
measure of the effects of nonlinearities in the structure
versus inaccuracies in the transducer data.
RESULTS
The corrected transfer functions of the individual
transducers at different excitation levels were plotted in a
three-dimensional format to present an integrated repre-
sentation of the response of each transducer to shaker
excitation. Each transfer function appears on the plot as a
wavy or jagged line connecting the 256 data points in the
test-frequency interval. Each transfer-function curve is
connected to the corresponding point in the neighboring
curve to form constant-frequency curves in the y-z plane,
giving the appearance of a surface. On such a plot, gross
nonlinearities show up very prominently. Force-dependent
nonlinearities (such as ankylosis) would appear as shown
previously in figure 7, and frequency-dependent nonlin-
earities (such as nonlinear modes) would appear as shown
in figure 9.
The data exhibited the expected nonlinear behavior
described above in many cases, as may be seen in the typ-
ical test data shown in figure 13. The real and imaginary
parts of measured transfer-function data were plotted
against the input shaker force. Curves of the form
(eq. (14))
Cl
Hji = CO+-
Fi
and (eq. (15))
Hji = C2
were fitted to the data as shown above. It may be seen
here that the explanation and modeling of the nonlinear
behavior given above is at least reasonable in this case.
The transfer function plots for the 28 transducers are
given in the appendix. They are grouped by force direc-
tion and ordered by transducer as in table 1.
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Figure 13.- Asymptote plot: MRLIFTB response to lateral forcing.
The transfer function plots for the load cells
(MRDRAG through MRGBQCF) show that the load cells
give fairly linear responses in the range of about
17 through 18.5 Hz, as evidenced by the fairly smooth and
level contours of the plots in this region. At the low end of
the frequency scale, however, a force-dependent nonlin-
earity is seen in the form of a saddle-shaped feature cen-
tered on about 200 lb (890 N). This feature is seen to a
greater or lesser degree in all the load cells and at different
values of the transfer function (given in the plots as
lb/1000 lb of excitation). It is, therefore, not believed to
be associated with the load cells themselves, but with the
transmission and mounting system.
The plots for the transmission accelerometers
(LOMGB through XMRFPLO) show some of the same
features as those for the load cells. The saddle structure
noted earlier is seen in these plots as well, also centered
on 200 lb, though in some cases (XMRFBPLO as an
example), the feature is inverted to form a hump. As gen-
eral observations, note the following.
1. The accelerometer response (shown in g's/
1000 lb of excitation) is low, probably because of the
large mass of RSRA, relative to the excitation levels
allowable for this test.
2. The vertical accelerometers exhibit very good
linearity in the range from 16.5 to 18.5 Hz.
3. Accelerometers with low response show reduced
linearity/repeatability. Transducer noise becomes signifi-
cant because of a mismatch (intentional, to simulate flight
hardware) of accelerometer range and measured accelera-
tion. Transducer noise shows up as jaggedness in the plot
and is most pronounced for low force inputs.
4. The accelerometers that have a high enough
response to be reliable give plots with striking similarity
to load-cell plots for load cells of similar orientation (e.g.,
compare XMRFBPV and MRLIFTC or compare LOMGB
and MRDRAG).
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Theresultsupportthehypothesisthatthemaingearbox
andframeassemblyrespondasarigidbodyrelativetothe
responseofthefuselage(asexplainedbelow).
The15airframeaccelerometersmustbeexamined
withtheirlocations,relativetothepointof excitation,in
mind.Accelerometersdirectlybelowthetransmission,
XMRFRVandXMRFLV,showsimilaresponsestothe
transmissionloadcellsandaccelerometers.Accelerome-
tersat theairframeextremes,uchasVWGTPRTor
VWGTPLT on the wings, or LATTPYLN or
VTI'PYLONatoptheverticaltail,showresponsesdomi-
natedby airframestructuraldynamicsandbearlittle
resemblancetothetransmissiontransducers.Noteespe-
cially,thestructuralmodeat 17.5Hz,whichis absent
from transmissionandwingresponses.Intermediate
accelerometers,suchasS222FLRVorS450FLV,showa
responsebetweentheseextremes.Theseobservations
supporttheexpectedconclusionthatthefuselageismore
flexibleandbehaveslesslikearigidbodythandoesthe
transmission.
The"localmodes"seenin thetransferfunctionplots
for LATTPYLNandVTTPYLONareworthyof note.
Modalanalysisholdsthatall modesof vibrationare
globalpropertiesofa structureandexisteverywherein
thestructure,butin thiscasetheresponsesofalltheother
transducersarenegligiblysmallandthemodemaybe
thoughtof aslocalizedin thetailpylon.Fabunmi(ref.7)
hasshownthattheaccuracyof theforce-determination
methodislimitedwhenonemodedominatestheresponse
ofastructure(i.e.,atornearthenaturalfrequencyof the
dominatingmode).
Furthermore,thesemodesexhibitnonlinearbehavior.
Notethattheconstant-frequencylinesneartheclassical
modeinLATTPYLNarefarfromlevel;theyriseandfall
asthemodeshiftsin frequencywith increasingforce
input.Theseffectsaredifficulttomodel,sincetheydo
notaffecteachconstant-frequencycrosssectionin the
samemanner,andarenotaccountedfor at all using
DynamicForceDetermination.
Calculatedrroradiiforcases1through5,foruseof
c2coefficients,areshownin figures14through18.The
individualtransducerplotsarepresentedin theappendix.
Case5 (fig. 18)representsthebestperformanceof the
measurementsystemfor all five inputaxes.Eachdata
pointrepresentsthemagnitudedifferencebetweenpre-
dictedforceandactualforcenormalizedto 100%of the
nominalappliedforce.Eachof thefirstfivecurvesfor
eachcaserepresentstheaccuracyofthemethodforapar-
ticulardegreeof freedomandrevealsonlyhowwellthe
calibrationmatriceswereableto"predict"thestatistical
damthatgeneratedthem,asexplainedabove.Theexcep-
tiontothisis the"combined,"or multi-axis,loaddata,
whichrepresentdataoutsidethisstatisticaluniverse.
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Figure 14.- System error radius: Case 1, load cells only.
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Figure 15.- System error radius: Case 2, load cells and
gearbox accelerometers.
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Figure 16.- System error radius: Case 3, load cells and
airframe accelerometers.
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Figure 17.- System error radius: Case 4, airframe
accelerometers alone.
The predictions are least accurate at low force levels,
but begin to level out at 200-300-1b input force (lb-ft for
moments)• Here the ankylosis effect diminishes. Beyond
this point each curve has a minimum in the 400- to 700-1b
range• This is thought to _ an artifact of the model for
obtaining Hji coefficients, and not to represent some
"ideal" force level for the system.
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Figure 18.- System error radius: Case 5, all transducers.
CONCLUSIONS
It seems clear from the size of the error radii that a
full-scale dynamic calibration using Dynamic Force
Determination would only result in a vibratory measure-
ment capability with at best a 5% accuracy. This limit is
imposed by the RSRA airframe and by the method used.
The best accuracy achieved with data not used to form
calibration matrices was of the order of 20%. This is the
best accuracy that can be reasonably expected with the
configuration tested here. This is far less than the accu-
racy expected of a research tool.
A dynamic calibration is not ruled out altogether, if
the method is accurate enough to reliably reduce the error
radii to under 5% of measured force or if a different mea-
surement or analysis technique is identified and used•
There is hope on both fronts.
The Dynamic Force Determination used here was
based on a linear model of airframe response. The method
may be extended to a nonlinear model by using coeffi-
cients from a curve fit of transducer data and applying
them to a predictor-corrector numerical algorithm, in
which the linear model already developed becomes the
force predictor for the nonlinear force corrector. Devel-
opment of such a model could extend the accuracy to
lower force levels. It is uncertain at this time whether the
approach would exhibit enough numerical stability to be
reliable in all cases, and whether the increased computer
time required would be justified by the results.
Work along different lines, using a nonlinear model
of load-cell deflection angles and parameter estimation
techniques ontime-domain data has been done and was
reported by others.
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APPENDIX
Graphs that represent the responses of 28 transducers
in the RSRA to excitation in five degrees of freedom at
the rotor head and one coupled excitation in three axes
(multi-axis mode) are presented at the end of this report.
The explanation of the axes in these "transducer-
response" plots is given in the main body of the report in
the Results section. They are ordered by transducer as
shown in table 1 and grouped by force direction.
The author gratefully acknowledges the fine work
contributed by Cathie M. Jacobson in processing the data
and producing the graphs.
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